Abstract. In this paper, a novel intermediate templates guided image registration algorithm is proposed to achieve accurate registration results with a more appropriate strategy for intermediate template selection. We first demonstrate that registration directions and paths play a key role in the intermediate template guided registration methods. In light of this, a directed graph is built based on the asymmetric distances defined on all ordered image-pairs in the dataset. The allocated directed path can be used to guide the pairwise registration by successively registering the underlying subject towards the template through all intermediate templates on the path. Moreover, for the groupwise registration, a minimum spanning arborescence (MSA) is built with both the template (the root) and the directed paths (from all images to the template) determined simultaneously. Experiments on synthetic and real datasets show that our method can achieve more accurate registration results than both the traditional pairwise registration and the undirected graph based registration methods.
Introduction
Non-rigid registration between images with large deformation is challenging due to the difficulty in establishing the precise and consistent correspondences and optimizing the highly non-linear energy function [1, 2] . Recently, several methods have been proposed to alleviate this difficulty by getting help from other images [3, 4] . For example, to warp subject S to template T in a dataset I, a set of intermediate templates (IT), , … , , can be selected to guide the registration from S to T, i.e., . The deformation between S and T is thus decomposed into a series of small ones, and the subject will travel through the path by accumulating these gentle deformations and finally arrive at the template space. Since the difference between neighboring images on the path is smaller than that between S and T, the registration from S to T along the path takes less risk of being trapped in local minima than their direct registration. Here, the registration from S to T is denoted by . It is worth noting that T is essentially an ordered set and the registration from to is also a directed process. That means only forward registrations (e.g., , , and , i = 1, …, m-1) are directly related to the final result, while the
registrations between other image pairs and backward registrations (e.g., ) are irrelevant. Moreover, the measures to evaluate the performance on are generally ly different from that of , and sometimes this difference is significant. Different ent selections of intermediate templates in T can also affect the registration accuracy greatly as we can see in the experiments below. Based on these observations, we introduce a new term, directionality, to describe the effect related to the registration paths and directions, which is proven to be a key factor and can facilitate the selection of more appropriate intermediate templates to better guide the registration.
The directionality exists in not only pairwise but also groupwise registration. For example, a graph based method is applied in [3, 4] to build a tree on the dataset, and each registration from one node to its neighbor is a directional warping procedure. To be consistent with the registration step, the directionality should also be taken into consideration in the tree-building step, e.g., constructing a directed graph with different weights assigned to the edges from S to T and from T to S. However, the metrics defined in [3, 4] are symmetric by averaging two directional registration results for building an undirected graph. Such non-negligible inconsistency may undermine the accuracy and robustness of the final registration results, since the directed registration step requires a corresponding directional-intermediate-templates-selection step during path formulation. Some previous works studied the effect of the order of moving subject and fixed template in the pairwise registration, e.g., the consistent image registration [1] that estimates an inverse consistent deformation field, the symmetric diffeomorphic registration [5] that warps two images towards an implicit space inbetween and the asymmetric image-template registration [6] that introduces a correction factor to the symmetric cost function. However, the directionality on image population has not been fully studied in the literature to our best knowledge.
In this paper, a novel directed graph based image registration method is proposed. First, we define an asymmetric similarity measure on ordered image pairs and construct a fully connected directed graph. To learn the local data structure, a directed kNN graph is then extracted and the optimal paths from one image to another are allocated. The pairwise registration can be done by registering the subject to the template along the allocated path. For the groupwise registration on an image population, the minimum spanning arborescence (MSA) [7] is built with the root node (template) determined automatically. Experimental results on synthetic dataset and real brain MR image datasets demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can achieve more consistent and robust registration results than other widely applied methods.
Method
In this section, the proposed directed graph based registration framework is detailed. We first explore the directionality in image registration and then apply it in both ITguided pairwise and groupwise registrations.
The Importance of Directionality in Registration
To register two images S and T together, either of them can serve as the fixed template and the other one as the moving subject. However, due to the non-existence of a
